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Collection title: Crispin, E. S.
Reference code: GB-0033-SAD
Dates of creation:
Extent: 54 photographs; 1 file
Repository: Durham University Library, Archives and Special Collections: Sudan Archive
Creator: material relating to service in the Sudan
Language of material: English

E. S. Crispin
(1874-1958)
1904-1905    Medical Inspector, Khartoum
1905-1906    Medical Officer, Port Sudan
1907-1911    Senior Medical Inspector
1911-1915    Assistant Director, Sudan Medical Department
1915-1917    Acting Director Sudan Medical Department
1915         President of the Central Sanitary Board
1918-1922    Director, Sudan Medical Department
1919         Appointed member of the Governor-General’s Council

Arrangement
1. Photographic Material
2. Articles

Form of citation
Material in the Sudan Archive is given a reference number, which is unique across the collections of papers. Usually it is not necessary to give the name of the person or organisation within which collection the item is found, although it may be convenient to do so.
The short form of citation should be GB-0033-SAD reference number
Printed references should take the form: SAD reference number.
1. Photographic Material

(a) Northern Sudan
SAD.2/25/1-23 [ca.1905 - 1906]
Photographs of the construction of Port Sudan:
SAD.2/25/1 “First camp” - tents and temporary buildings
SAD.2/25/2 The main street, wooden buildings on each side
SAD.2/25/3 Temporary wooden hospital
SAD.2/25/4 Port Sudan Civil Hospital during construction
SAD.2/25/5 First hotel, wooden building
SAD.2/25/6 Newly constructed schools
SAD.2/25/7 Construction of shops and buildings by the Department of Works
SAD.2/25/8 Warehouses at the quayside
SAD.2/25/9-11 Construction of temporary quays
SAD.2/25/12-13 Railway trucks on temporary quays
SAD.2/25/14 Laying the first block of the quays
SAD.2/25/15 Raising the first leading light tower
SAD.2/25/16-19 Bridge across the harbour
SAD.2/25/20 Verandah of temporary building, mounted soldiers in background
SAD.2/25/21 Regatta
SAD.2/25/22 Anti-slavery police mounted on camels
SAD.2/25/23 Dargouki Effendi standing on light railway track

SAD.2/25/24-26 [ca.1907]
Photographs of Khartoum:
SAD.2/25/24 Gordon’s tree
SAD.2/25/25-26 Daubeney (?) and Jardine in the gardens at the Palace

(b) Southern Sudan
SAD.2/25/27 War dance near Gobjak, Sobat River
SAD.2/25/28 Men building hut on stilts
SAD.2/25/29 Pyramid of Dengkur, also known as Ngundeng’s mound, surrounded by elephant tusks

(c) Egypt
SAD.2/25/30 Village at Shellal, taken from the Nile
SAD.2/25/31 Aswan dam
SAD.2/25/32 View from the dam looking north towards the cataract
SAD.2/25/33 Philae

(d) Portrait photographs
SAD.2/25/34 1907
E.S. Crispin in uniform
SAD.2/6/1 [1915 Jan]
E.S. Crispin in levée uniform of the Sudan Civil Service
SAD.7/11/1 1915 Jan
E.S. Crispin in levée uniform of the Sudan Civil Service with E.S. Stephenson in levée uniform of the Egyptian Army
SAD.2/6/2 [ca.1912]
H.H. Kelly, Royal Engineers and Egyptian Army, in uniform
SAD.2/6/3 1917
Portrait of Sir Lee Stack, Governor-General and Sirdar, in uniform
SAD.2/6/4  [ca.1910-1920]
Captain P.S. Wilkinson in uniform

(e) Miscellaneous
SAD.2/25/35  Fort at Zanzibar
SAD.2/25/36-49  E.S. Crispin with family or friends, taken in England
2. Articles

SAD.402/15/1-13 [ca. 1950s]
Typescript article entitled “How the Sudan was lost and regained”, with sketch map of the Sudan. Anonymous but probably by E.S. Crispin.